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explicit Queer as Folk. Based
on a British series, the show
followed the lives of a group
of gay men in Pittsburgh. It
presented a rounded portrait
of a gay peer group, dramatizing their romances, disputes, and bedroom behavior
as matter-of-factly as if they
were the Carringtons or
the “Friends.”
Paige’s character, Emmett,
was funny, flamboyant, and
highly sexual, with a turn
as a porn actor and an affair
with a closeted pro quarterback among his storylines. Queer as Folk, which
ran from 2000 to 2005, was
part of a TV continuum
from Ellen to Will & Grace
to Queer Eye for the Straight
Guy that Paige believes
helped shape audiences’
evolving attitudes toward
the LGBTQ community.
Paige had change in
mind when he and writing
partner Brad Bredeweg
created The Fosters. The
show follows police officer
Stef Foster (Teri Polo) and
school administrator Lena
Adams (Sherri Saum) as
they raise their brood of
biological, adopted, and foster children, mostly teenagers whose romances, identity
issues, and acting out provide the drama. While the
show doesn’t feature the
sex romps that made Queer
as Folk a sensation, the milder domestic drama may
have an even more significant impact on viewers,
Paige says.
“When fans of Queer as
Folk see me, they feel like
they know me, like I was
at the gay bar with them
just last week,” Paige says.
“Now, with The Fosters, we
get stopped by moms saying,
‘Thank you, I never thought
I’d see my family on TV,’
and 13-year-old kids saying,
‘I never thought I’d see my
parents on TV.’”

NEW WORK FROM PAINTER
PERI SCHWARTZ
Peri Schwartz (CFA’73), whose
primary subject is the interior
of her studio in New Rochelle,
N.Y., will show her work in the
solo exhibition Constructing
from Life March 4 to 26, 2016,
at the Page Bond Gallery in
Richmond, Va. Last fall, she
collaborated with Manhattan
master printer Gregory Burnet
on a color etching that was
based on one of Schwartz’s
monotypes. Creating the

etching, was “a way for me to
get out of my studio and work
in techniques that are not as
natural and direct as drawing
and painting,” says Schwartz,
who has a Bachelor of Fine
Arts from Boston University
and a Master of Fine Arts
from Queens College. “The
immediacy is substituted with
a more analytical process. A
print goes through different
states, and there is a clear
record of how it develops.
Color is much different in an
etching, and that informs
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how I think of color when I
return to painting. I am also
keenly aware of the tradition
of painters who make prints,
and would like to be a part
of it.” See more of Schwartz’s
art, and watch a video of her
collaboration with Burnet
on the color etching, at
perischwartz.com.
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